Dimensions: 30 x 25 yard field played length ways. The centre is occupied by two even numbered teams. Place a target player at either end of the field and two magic players on either sideline behind the line, these players play for whichever team is in possession and cannot have the ball taken from them.

How to: Teams must attempt to pass the ball between themselves infield and score a point by connecting passes from one target player to the other, using a magic player at least once per move. If a team loses possession, the other team must pass to a target player quickly to begin scoring points for themselves.

Note: Magic players cannot score points for a team by passing straight to a target player; they must pass the ball back in field.

Coaching Points: Look to use the magic players as much as possible. If you utilize them properly you create width and a numbers up situation which you can capitalize on. It may be good practice to allow less confident players play as magic players to begin with as they will be able to play unopposed. Set time or touch limits for magic players when necessary to keep the game flowing quickly.
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